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V EGE TA B LES

Blue Lake ‘Bush’

ARTICHOKE

Very tasty slender pods of
a high yield. Quicker than
pole beans.

Green Globe
An ever reliable perennial
fruiting in spring adapted
to many climates. steam
with garlic and lemon
water and enjoy the
journey to the heart.

Purple King
Climber
An easy to grow variety
that produces long, vibrant
purple pods that revert to
green when cooked. Plant
under trellis in pairs 10cm
apart

BEANS

Blue Lake
Climber

Provider ‘Bush’

Great producer of sweet
green stringless round
pods, needs trellising.
Plant in pairs 10cm
apart in well matured
composted soil.

Round, green stringless
pods to 17cm, quick
maturing, good yields
and diease resistance.

BEETROOT

Jade ‘Bush’
Slender green pods to 17
cm, crisp and delicioius,
good disease resistance
and heat tolerance.

Cherokee Wax
‘Bush’
Bush bean. Crisp golden
slender round pods, black
seeds, purple flowers.
Good disease resistance
and producer. Good for
early spring.
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Chioggia
Old Italian red and white
candy striped heirloom
variety. Sweetest and
prettiest of all. Young
leaves suitable for salads.
Plant singles or small
clumps.

Detroit
Deep red, flattened globe
shaped roots growing up
to 10cm. With attractive
tall glossy leaves, this is
an ideal variety for salad
greens. Plant in singles or
small clumps.

For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com
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Early Wonder

Delicious variety of
red roots ready in 55
days. Plant in singles or
doubles.

BROCCOLI

Goliath
Delicious Italian heirloom
growing large heads in
good conditions followed
by side shoots. Plant 50
cm apart.

Bulls blood
Dark red great tasting
root with red/purple
leaves makes a nice
addition to salads.

Golden
Sweet golden round fruit,
red skin and sweet salad
leaves. Plant in singles
or small clumps in well
matured composted soil.

Calabrese
Heirloom Italian variety
producing tender mild
tasting medium size head
followed by side shoots.
Plant 40cm apart in well
composted soil.

Di Ciccio
Quick cropper, great
flavour. Small to medium
head first head followed
by 2 months of side
shoots. Prepare rich soil
and plant 40cm apart.

Italian Green
Sprouting

BOK CHOY / PAK CHOY

An Italian variety, the first
head is followed by side
shoots for up to 3 months.
Plant into rich composted
soil 50cm apart.

Pak Choy

Purple Sprouting

Thick green leaves
with compact green
stems. Fast growing
and delicious fresh or in
stirfry.

Hardy variety producing
numerous small deep
purple heads for an
extended harvest from
autumn to spring. Add
plenty of compost, plant
40cm apart.
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Wombok

Romanesco
Italian heirloom variety.
Beautiful whorled heads
enjoyed raw or lightly
cooked to retain flavour
and unique texture. Plant
into rich composted soil
50cm apart.

Umpqua

Savoy

High yielding American
heirloom with tasty
medium heads followed
by side shoots.

Heirloom French variety.
Crinkled broad compact
head. Excellent flavour.
Plant in well composted
soil 40–50cm apart.

Kai Lan - Chinese
Broccoli

Long stems like
asparagus, small heads
like sprouting broccoli
and sweet leaves like a
cabbage. Quic producing
and very tasty.

California
Wonder Red

Golden Acre

California Wonder
Golden

CABBAGE

Earliest round headed
variety for summer
growing. Small head to
1.6 kg. Plant into well
composted soil 40cm
apart.

Red Dutch
Solid, round red heads
1–2kg, compact plant,
excellent appearance and
flavour. Plant into well
composted soil 40cm
apart.
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CAPSICUM

Sweet fruit, cube shaped
10cm, bell type, heavy
producer, use green or
red, high in Vitamin C.
Plant in warm spot in
rich soil.

Sweet capsicum to 10cm,
block shape, fruit green
ripening to yelloworange. Plant in warm
spot in rich soil.

Hungarian Yellow
wax
Sweet capsicum ripens
from yellow to red,
occasional spiciness. Easy
to grow.

For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com
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Marconi Red
Italian heirloom, ripens
red, sweet, elongated bell
shape 7cm x 30cm. Early
producing, very suitable
to the Valley. Plant in
warm spot in rich soil.

CELERY

Tendercrisp
Celery needs good, rich,
moisture-retentive soil
and full sun to partial
shade to grow well. Add
plenty of compost, plant
30cm apart.

Chocolate Beauty
Bell pepper with
medium-large, green
fruit that ripens to dark
chocolate skin and
brown-red inside thick
flesh. Produces good
yields. Grows well in the
Valley. Prepare a rich soil
and plant 50cm.

CHILLI

Jalapeno
Popular variety, fruit
red or green, hot, 8 cm
long, thick flesh, original
Mexican chillies.

CAULIFLOWER

All Year Round
Dwarf variety that is one
of the easiest to grow
as well. Medium sized
tight heads. Ideal for
successional sowings.
Plant 40 cm apart in well
composted soil.

Violet Sicilian
Brilliant rosy-violet floret
with fine texture, good
flavour and easier to
grow than other varieties.
Prepare rich soil and
plant 50cm apart.
www.peacefarm.com.au | 0400 000 000

Habanero
A high yielding chilli with
a very spicy, shiny, golden
orange fruit. The fruit are
6cm long by 3cm wide.
The hardy bushes have an
upright growth habit and
are multi-branching. Fruit
has a bonnet shape.

Thai Bullet

Small 4cm fruit is very
hot, also eaten green for
alternative flavouring or
dishes. Plenty of fruit,
give it a go if you dare.
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Long Red
Cayenne

True Gold
A classic old tasty sweet
corn producing 2-3 cobs
on a 1.8m tall plant.

Slender green fruit,
maturing to red. Good
flavour and not overly
hot.

Fortunato

Italian heirloom
brought over by Segnor
Fortunato.Delightful long
spiralling tasy medium
hot fruit ripening to red.

CORN
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CUCUMBER

Crystal Apple
Oval fruit to 100mm
Creamy white, sweet,
mild and very tender.
Enjoyed by kids. Plant
50cm apart in well
composted soil.

Anasazi

Lebanese

American Indian
heirloom with
delightfully sweet cobs.
A fairly dry tolerant 2 mtr
plant of exquisite beauty.

Compact bush variety,
good productive home
and commercial variety
of delicious fruits. Plant
50cm apart.
Train on trellis or sprawl
under corn.

Golden Bantam

Lemon

An heirloom sweetcorn,
early to produce on
1.5mtr plants.

A highly productive old
heirloom variety, round,
‘lemon shaped’ with a crisp
sweet thin yellow skin with
white flesh. Easy to digest.
Use in salads and pickling
or eat like an apple.

Sweet Balinese

Marketmore

Two light yellow
kernelled, medium sized
cobs per tall 2m plant.
Plant in rich manured
compost 40cm apart.

Popular market variety
bearing lots of green fruit
to 25cm long. Prepare
a rich bed of compost.
Plant 50cm apart.
Train on trellis or sprawl
under corn.

For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com
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Muncher
Lebanese
Lebanese style, heirloom,
burpless cucumber.
Excellent flavour pickled
or fresh and is never
bitter. Vines bear early
and are very productive.
Compost well.

Early Long
Purple
Popular variety,
producing long dark fruit
to 25cm long and 8cm
wide. Easier to grow than
most other varieties.
Prefers rich soil, plant
50cm apart.

Straight 8

Rosa Bianca

Old variety with dark
green, straight, smooth,
symmetrical fruit with
a small seed cavity.
Crisp, fine-grained
flesh with mild, sweet
flavour. Fruits early and
abundantly; best grown
on a trellis.

Italian heirloom produces
a good yield of largish
fruit of good creamy mild
flavour.

Suyo Long
Chinese heirloom of
long fruit, burpless type
with good flavour. Good
mildew resistance. Plant
into rich composted soil.

Market Supreme
Medium to large fruit
around 15cm suited to a
range of climates. Good
yield.

Violet of Florence
An Italian heirloom of
large ribbed fruit of
excellent flavour and
good yielding.

EGGPLANT

Black Beauty
Heirloom variety, fruits
are large dark purple,
glossy with an excellent
flavour. Bears well in a
warm spot in rich soil.
Plant 50cm apart.
www.peacefarm.com.au | 0400 000 000
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V EGE TA B LES
FENNEL

KOHLRABI

Florence

Purple Vienna

Sweet root vegetable
forms above ground,
used in salads or cooked
in stews. Quick to form,
grow in well composted
soil.

Refreshing versatile
vegetable with aniseed
flavour. Fry, bake, or use
raw/grated in salads.
Plant 20cm apart for
larger bulbs.
Use well composted soil.

LEEK

Carentan

KALE

Large thick white stem.
Old European variety,
very productive. Prepare
weed-free bed with
matured compost.

Black Tuscan
Attractive dark green,
deeply savoyed, straplike leaves. Grow as quick
crop or pick continuously
through cooling months.
Plant 40cm apart in well
composted soil.

Red Russian
Leaves blue-green with
purplish red veins. Sweet
flavour, eaten fresh when
young or steamed. Hardy
to grow. Plant 40cm apart
in well composted soil.

Scotch Curled
Green
Compact plants yield
tender, blue-green,
crinkled leaves that are
quite delicious, very cold
and warm hardy. Plant
40cm apart in composted
soil.
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LETTUCE

Buttercrunch

Crisp tender and sweet
heading lettuce. Slow
bolting, good in warmer
weather.

Cos
Open, upright hearting
variety, crisp leaves with
smooth edges, unique
sweet taste. Prefers rich
soil, plant 30cm apart.

For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com
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Endive Fine Cut

Lolla Rossa

Attractive, finely cut, dark
green leaves with crisp
ribs and a creamy white
heart. Grows well from
autumn till spring. Plant
into composted soil.

Compact loose leaf variety
with frilly, deep magenta
leaves with light green
base. Great for salad mix.
Prepare a rich soil and
plant 30cm apart.

Green Mignonette

Lettuce Mix

Hearting variety, compact
sweet soft leaves are
delightful in salads. cool
and warm tolerant.

A delightful range of
open hearted and crisp
heading lettuces ideal for
a tasty and colorful salad.

Ice Queen –
Batavia Iceberg
A compact iceberg
known for its great
taste and texture, it is
considered the best
tasting iceberg lettuce
available. Good heat
tolerance.

Iceberg Great

Royal Oakleaf

Large sized heading
heirloom Iceberg variety
with crisp head. Grows in
mild to warm weather.

Light green, deeply
notched long wavy
leaves, remains sweet in
hot weather. Prepare a
rich soil and plant
30cm apart.

Little Gem

Salad Bowl Green

Compact, quick maturing
cos-type lettuce with
a firm, sweet blanched
heart. Prefers rich soil,
plant 30cm apart.

Light green, deeply
notched long wavy
leaves, remains sweet in
hot weather. Excellent
addition to salad mix. Pick
outside leaves ongoingly.

Lakes

www.peacefarm.com.au | 0400 000 000
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Salad Bowl Red

Red Shine

Similar to Salad Bowl
Green except leaves are
bronze and inner leaves
bronze red. Pick outside
leaves continuously,
perfect for salad mix.
Prefers rich soil, plant
30cm apart.

Sizable Salad onion
harvested in December,
January.

Spring Onions
Sweet tasting bunching
onion/shallot. Plant all
year round except winter.
Enjoy as garnish, salads
and in egg dishes. Plant
in bunches into mature
composted soil.

ONION

Long Red Tropea
Italian heirloom. It is a
intermediate-day onion
with torpedo shaped red
sweet bulbs up to 15 cm
long. Use raw in salads,
bunching onion, store for
up to 3 months.

PEAS

Greenfeast
Shelling pea, heavy
bearing, grows to 1m.
Kids love them! Plant into
mature composted soil in
small clumps 10cm apart.

Mini Purplette
Early maturing, small
bulbs to golf ball size.
Harvest early as shallots,
use in salads, cooked or
pickles.

NZ Creamgold
Long day onion.The bulbs
are globe-shaped with
a pungent flavour. One
of the longest keeping
onions, stores 6–8
months. Prepare weedfree bed with matured
compost.
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Sugarsnap Bush
‘Sugar Ann’
Bush pea to 60cm. Very
sweet, pods and all are
eaten. Kids love them!
Plant into well matured
composted soil.

Sugarsnap
Climber
Delicious edible pods,
trellis to 1.2m.

For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com
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Snow Pea Melting
Mammoth

Vigorous climber to 2m,
heavy cropper, delicious
flavour. Set up trellis
and pick over a month.
Plant into well matured
composted soil.

Jap
Popular variety, squat
fruit with yellow-orange
flesh. Excellent flavour.
Plant 50cm apart into
rich organic compost and
manures.

Snow Pea Oregon

Jarrahdale

Bush pea to 70cm,
sweet, heavy cropping
and disease resistant.
Eat pod and all, kids
love them! Plant in small
clumps 10cm apart.

Smooth grey green skin
with distinct ribs, rich
orange flavoursome
flesh. Good storer.
Plant into rich organic
compost and rotted
manures.

Sugar ‘Bush’

PUMPKIN

Australian Butter

Musque de
Provence

Pale orange skin with
fine-flavoured sweet
flesh that is delicious
roasted. Great storer.
Plant into rich composted
soil a metre apart.

French heirloom
pumpkin from southern
France producing large
beautiful ribbed fruit
with tan skin when
mature. Used for baking
and soups. Great storer,

Baby Blue

QLD Blue

Smaller fruit around 15cm
big with good flavour
and storing capacity. Use
a rich compost planting
mix. Harvest when stem
is woody.

Producing a large fruit
with deep orange, sweet
flesh. One of the best for
long storage. Plant into a
rich compost mix.

Golden Nugget

Red Kuri

Very compact bush,
orange fruit matures in 3
months and weighs up to
1kg. Used in soup, baked
or steamed.

(Baby Red Hubbard)
Japanese variety good
for mash and pies. Plant
into a rich compost mix.

www.peacefarm.com.au | 0400 000 000
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Waltham
Butternut
Pear-shaped fruit to 2kg
with light orange skin.
Small seed cavity at one
end. Orange coloured
flesh, dry and tasty.
Plant 50cm apart into
rich organic compost and
manures.

ROCKMELON

SALAD GREENS

Mizuna
Japanese salad plant,
vigorous and very hardy,
mild mustard flavour.
Great for salad mix.
Plant like a lettuce in
composted soil.

Mibuna
Collective Farm
Woman

Ukraine heirloom.
Yellowish white flesh
is very sweet. harvest
when skin changes from
green to orange. Quick
maturing

Eden’s Gem
A fine sweet flavoured
fruit with green flesh with
tinge of orange. Very
suitable to our cooler
climate. Plant into a rich
compost mix.

Sweet, mild tasting long
leaves and narrow stem,
young leaves and stems
eaten fresh or cooked.
Fast cropping in spring,
longer lasting in autumn.
Plant into composted soil.

Mustard Purple
Frills
Japanese heirloom
that is so beautiful it
will add a special eye
appeal to salads as well
as a nice mustardy zing.
Cold tolerant, plant in
composted soil.

Rocket Arugula
Hales Best

Tasty orange flesh,
mature when skin
changes from green to
orange.
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Hardy annual salad plant.
Mildly spicy greens also
used in cooking. Use
leaves and flowers in
salads. Cold tolerant.
Plant in composted soil.

For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com
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Tatsoi

Ruby Red

Medium, dark green,
crisp-heading variety with
fan shaped, sweet tasting
leaves, heat resistant.
Prepare a rich soil and
plant 30cm apart.

Heirloom with deep
crimson stems, green
crimpled leaves that you
can pick over and over.
Plant 40cm apart in well
composted soil.

Upland Cress
Cress grows to about
15cm tall with mildly
peppery leaves. Harvest
at any stage from microgreens to full maturity.
Leaves, shoots, and
flower buds all delicious.

SPINACH

Wild Rocket
Similar to Rocket, it is
slower growing with
deeply lobed leaves. The
richer, spicy taste makes
it an excellent garnish
or in salads. Plant into
composted soil.

SILVERBEET / CHARD

Fordhook
Deep green large
crinkled leaves with white
stems. Productive over
long period. Plant 40cm
apart in well composted
soil.

American curled
Annual grown for its
leaves. Eaten cooked and
in soups. Rich in vitamin
A, B and C, mineral salts
and iron. Prepare soil with
ample compost, keep
moist and plant small
clumps 15cm apart.

Bloomsdale
A compact plant with
thick, crinkled dark
green leaves. Contains
natural antioxidants and
vitamins. Continually pick
the outside leaves. Plant
small clumps 15cm apart.

Rainbow

Perpetual

A colourful collection of
chard stems with sweet
crinkled green leaves to
add beauty and colour to
your garden. Plant 40cm
apart in composted/
animal manured soil.

Sweet leaves start as
big as a chard, but then
reduce to spinach size
after prolonged picking.
Pick for a long period.

www.peacefarm.com.au | 0400 000 000
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Winter Giant

Moon and Stars

Large semi savoyed
leaves suitable in the
cooler seasons

SQUASH

Fine flavoured fruit with
skin and leaves speckled
with gols star and moon
patterns.

ZUCCHINI

Golden Scallopini

Black Beauty

Productive Golden
yellow scallop shaped
fruit, similar ro zucchini,
very sweet when picked
young

Fine quality, dark green
cylindrical fruit. Very
productive, sweetest
when picked young.
Prepare a rich bed of
compost. Plant 1m apart.

Costa
Romanesque

WATERMELON

Small Shining
Light
Russian favourite, 30 cm
fruit with sweet flesh.
Suited to cooler climates.

An Italian heirloom
bush variety of delicious
flavour raw or cooked.
Male flowers are used in
cooking and they keep
well in the bush.

Golden
Sugarbaby
Fruit to 20cm of very
sweet, tasty and red
flesh. Suitable to our
short summer. Plant
into a richly composted
planting mix.
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The delicious, crisp,
glossy golden yellow,
cylindrical fruits are
produced on prolific
compact bush plants.
Prepare a rich bed of
compost. Plant 1m apart.

For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com
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Lebanese
Bush-like plants supply
large crop of club shaped
yellow fruit that ripens
to golden colour. Best
picked at 15cm. Use
baked, fried or steamed.
Prepare a rich bed of
compost.

Tromboncino
Italian heirloom vining
zucchini with a delicious,
sweet flavour and tender
flesh. Very productive
over a long period. Best
picked around 30cm
long but turns into a
more pumpkin flesh if
left to mature. It can be
steamed, grilled or sliced
raw into salad.

www.peacefarm.com.au | 0400 000 000
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TOM ATOES
TOMATO – indeterminate ‘trellising’

Amish Paste

Black Cherry

Great tasting fruit
traditionally used for
cooking and sauces.
Stake it!

These purple-brown
cherries have that rich
flavour that makes black
tomatoes famous. 1.5m
vines yield very well and
add colour to salads.

Beefsteak

College
Challenger

Large, juicy tomatoes
perfect for eating fresh
from the harvest. Fruit is
large, wide and ribbed,
needs staking.

Black Krim
Heirloom tomato
originating from Russia.
Very delicious large
flattened globe fruits
that are blackish red and
green. Needs staking.

Black Russian
Medium sized, deliciously
sweet, round fruit with
purple tinge, flesh dark
reddish brown colour.
Stake it.
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Early fruiting, productive,
similar to Grosse lisse.
Good flavour and
presentation.

Costoluto
Genovese
Very old popular Italian
variety with flavoursome
meaty ribbed texture.
Ideal for preserving sauces
and slicing. Stake it!

Croatian
Brandywine
Large Round to flat
delicious pinky red fruit.
Excellent all rounder for
slicing and cooking. One
of my favourites! Stake it!

Campjoy

Green Grape

Vigorous vine of
large, deep red cherry
tomatoes of the most
excellent flavour. Long
cropping when warm.
Strong disease resistance.
Stake it.

Rich, sweet and zingy.
The fruit are limegreen inside and have
chartreuse-yellow skins.
Great for kids and salads.
Stake it!

For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com

TOM ATOES

Green Zebra

Oxheart

Very tasty round green
to yellow fruit, with
darker green stripes.
Great addition to salads.
Winner 2016 PEACE
Farm best tasting tomato.

Popular old staking
variety. Delicious pink
heart shaped fruit, low
acid. Tolerates cooler
areas. Use in sandwiches
and cooking.

Grosse Lisse

Grosse Lisse

Popular home garden
variety, large red fruit
with good flavour.
Stake it!

Popular home garden
variety, large red fruit
with good flavour.
Stake it!

Italian Pink Pear
(large)

Principe
Borghese

Delicious and meaty
pinkish/red flesh of this
fruit makes it excellent
for saucing or slicing. One
of my favourites, stake it!

Oval shaped red fruit
30x40mm, early ripening
and holds well on the
bush, used for sun drying
in Italy, good keeping.
Stake it!

Mary Italian

Purple Cherokee

Heavy yielding heirloom
with meaty large red
round fruits. Good for
sauce, paste and eating
fresh. Stake it!

This old American
heirloom produces large
sized fruit with excellent
flavour. Stake it!

Mortgage Lifter

Rouge de
Marmande

Stake it!

A very productive variety
of large, smooth, pink/
red fruit with a delicious,
rich and sweet taste.

www.peacefarm.com.au | 0400 000 000

Old French heirloom
with delicious ribbed
excellent quality fruit.
Early maturing variety
withstanding colder
conditions. Staking type.
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TOM ATOES

San Marzano
Italian saucing tomato,
thick and fleshy. Produces
clusters of fruits and
keeps well on vine. Stake
it!

Yellow Cherry
Cocktail
Small, sweet yellow
fruit, low acid content,
excellent for decoration
in salads. Stake it!

Stupice

Yellow Pear

Ideal for short season,
cool climate. Produces
early crop of medium
sized red fruit, good
flavour.

Vigorous vine bearing
many small fruits to 3cm
long. Very tasty and acid
free. Stake it!

Tigerella
Strong grower of
medium sized, good
flavoured, juicy, orange
striped red fruit, Great for
salads, Stake it!

Tommy Toe
Medium size cherry
producing bunches of
well flavoured fruit. Very
tall spreading vine.
Stake it!

Wapsipinicon
Peach
Very tasty complex
flavoured fruit up to
50mm big with a fuzzy
peach like fur on the skin
on a medium size vine.
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For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com

TOM ATOES
TOMATO – determinate bush type

Jaune Flamme

Siberian

French heirloom. Tasty
small to medium size fruit
of delicious rich flavour.

Bush variety producing
bright red egg globe
shaped fruit to 40mm.
Good in short seasons
and produces in cool
temperatures. Heavy
cropping.

Thai Pink Egg

Tiny Tim

Jade-pink egg shaped
fruit to 40mm use fresh
and in salads, sweet firm
flesh, incredibly prolific.
Bush type.

Dwarf bush to 400mm,
big crop of small red
round and solid fruit,
suited for growing in
pots.

Roma
Bush variety, red pearshaped fruit. Eaten
fresh, also for drying or
bottling.

Scoresby Dwarf
(KY1)
Australian heirloom,
heavy yielding all
rounder dwarf variety
producing flavoursome
5cm fruits. A small
frame will keep it off the
ground.

www.peacefarm.com.au | 0400 000 000
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HER B S - CULIN A RY
BASIL

CHIVES

Greek

Onion

Easy to grow sweet, soft
leaves suitable for salads
and flavouring sauces.

A perennial used for its
beauty in the garden,
egg, fish and soup dishes
and as an insect repellent.
Plant into composted soil.

Sweet

Garlic

Sweetest of the common
basil, used in salads,
pesto and tomato dishes.
Great garden companion
to the tomato. Plant small
bunches 40cm apart in
composted soil.

Genovese
Sweet and aromatic,
used for pesto, cooking,
salads and drying. Plant
in small bunches 40cm
apart in composted soil.

A perennial sometimes
used as an edging plant
with white flowers. Used
in salads, soups and
as a garnish. Plant into
composted soil.

CORIANDER
Frost hardy, fast growing
Asian annual herb to
60cm high. Used in
cooking and as a garnish.
Great for digestion! Plant
in bunches 30cm apart in
well composted soil.

Thai
This beautiful ornamental
will give an authentic
Thai flavour to meals; it
has a sweet, anise-clove
fragrance with a hint of
mint and citrus. Plant
40cm apart in composted
soil.
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DILL
Seeds are used in
cooking, leaves in pesto,
salads and dried. The
flowers attract a wide
range of beneficial
insects. Plant in bunches
as a companion plant
into composted soil.

For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com

HER B S - CULIN A RY
LEMONGRASS

Greek

A perennial used for tea
and in Asian and Indian
cooking. Prefers warm
well drained spot though
tolerant of our winter.
Plant into composted
soil. Harvest outside
stems at ground level.

MINT

Excellent flavour, white
flower perennial to 60cm,
Many culinary uses and
good companion plant

PARSLEY
Spreading perennial with
fresh aromatic pointed,
oval leaves. Plant in moist
composted soil, part
shade in summer.

Italian
Versatile herb, vigorous,
long-producing and full
of iron and vitamins.
Plant 30cm apart in well
drained and composted
soil.

Triple Curl

OREGANO

Common
Oregano is a hardy
mounding perennial with
aromatic leaves and pink
flowers in summer. Likes
full sun.

An old familiar parsley
variety that is also the
most popular. Plant as
a border 30cm apart in
composted soil.

Golden
An attractive gold and
green oregano which
contrasts magnificently
amongst other plants.
Prostrate growth to
20cm. Hardy perennial.
www.peacefarm.com.au | 0400 000 000
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HER B S – CULIN A RY
THYME

ROSEMARY

Common

Common

An evergreen shrub with
many culinary uses like
roasts. Great for bee
nectar, suitably grown
in the drier spots of your
garden

Aromatic herb great for
egg, cheese, soups and
meat dishes. Beneficial to
healthy function of your
organs. Hardy prostrate
growing perennial, good
for drying and storing.

Italian Pizza
Very fragrant variety
used fresh or in cooking.
purple flowering and
beautiful shiny leaves.
Hardy in dry or moist
environment.

MARIGOLD

Fiesta

Wild

Traditional variety used
to treat many ailments.
A herb easy to grow ,
sprawling habit with
purple flowers. A good
mood enhancer.

NASTURTIUM

Dual Mix

TARRAGON

French
in dry sunny position.
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Empress of India

For further enquiries contact peacefarmnursery@gmail.com

FLOW ER S – MEDICIN A L /USEFUL
CALENDULA

EVENING PRIMROSE

Evening Primrose

English Marigold

Flowering biennial,
flowers open at dusk,
useful in salads and
medicinally.

A very hardy plant with
showy flowers almost
all year round. Easy to
grow, self seeds and has
a multitude of uses such
as salads, skin ointments,
and as a dye.

CHAMOMILE

HYSSO

German

Hyssop

Hardy perennial with
attractive blue flowers
and mint like leaves. Bee
attractant, leaves used in
dishes.

An 30–40cm annual
used for bedtime tea and
herbal remedies. Plant
into well composted soil
near sunny side of fruit
trees.

COMFREY

WILD BERGAMOT

Wild Bergamot

Bee balm, showy for its
flowers, medicinal for
colds and flu as a tea,
native to Americas

CORNFLOWER

POPPY

Flanders
Striking is its appearance
in the garden, you will be
writing poetry! Plant in
herb or veggie beds.
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